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The line Biden won’t cross on Ukraine
By Nahal Toosi - Politico

As Russian leader Vladimir Putin moves troops into Ukrainian territory and launches
a wider invasion of the country, President Joe Biden is responding with words of
condemnation, economic sanctions and efforts to rally U.S. allies to stand up to
Moscow.

But one option Biden remains unwilling to use is sending American troops to fight
Russian forces in Ukraine.

Biden is so dead set on avoiding the possibility of a U.S.-Russian military encounter
that he pulled out of Ukraine scores of U.S. troops who had been training that
country’s fighters. He also recently warned that he won’t send U.S. troops to evacuate
Americans stuck in Ukraine, citing the risk of a clash.

“That’s a world war when Americans and Russia start shooting at one another,”
Biden explained in an interview that aired earlier this month with NBC News’ Lester
Holt. “We’re in a very different world than we’ve ever been.”

On Tuesday, as he laid out the first major tranche of U.S. sanctions on the Kremlin
for its invasion, Biden once again stressed: “These are totally defensive moves on our
part. We have no intention of fighting Russia.”

Polling supports the sense that the U.S. public is reluctant to get involved in a
shooting war in Europe over a country few Americans can find on a map. Russia and
the United States both are nuclear powers, adding to fears of escalation.

But Biden’s position also raises the question: Would Putin have made different
calculations in Ukraine this week if Biden had raised the possibility he would deploy
American troops? Or should Biden have stayed mum about what he’d do — adopting
a strategically ambiguous position that could have deterred Putin?

Critics of Biden’s stance say it’s impossible to assess exactly what alternative history
might have transpired had Biden kept alive the military option. Putin has, after all,
had a presence inside Ukraine since 2014, when he first invaded, and he appears
intent on taking more of the country.

But the Russian leader’s takeaway from Biden’s unwillingness to deploy troops is that
he can get away with a lot, some critics argue, and China is learning the same as it
weighs how to deal with Taiwan.

“The message we’re sending Russia by rushing U.S. troops out of [Ukraine and]
closing the embassy is that we’re afraid of getting into a conflict with any Russians,”
said Kori Schake, director of foreign and defense policy studies at the American
Enterprise Institute, who criticized Biden’s stance in a searing op-ed earlier this
month.
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Add to Biden’s reticence on Ukraine his withdrawal of U.S. troops from Afghanistan,
and China’s communist leaders will believe “that we’re not willing to fight for
anything,” Schake said in an interview.

Biden and his aides are aware of such critiques. But when asked if Putin’s moves
have sparked a rethink or grumbling within the administration about Biden’s stance,
they are blunt in their replies. “No,” one senior administration official said.

“Absolutely not,” a Pentagon official added. “No one wants to risk nuclear war with
Russia over Ukraine.”

The table, and the options
There’s no indication that sending U.S. troops to fight in Ukraine was ever a serious
subject of discussion within the Biden administration, although there were reports
that U.S. officials pondered whether to send military advisers to the country.

“Military adviser” is a flexible term in the Pentagon’s lexicon that can mean active
duty service-members or reservists offering battlefield assistance or training; often,
the advisers are Green Berets.

In November, a top State Department official used the classic phrase many American
leaders turn to when hinting that potential military force is under consideration.

“As you can appreciate, all options are on the table, and there’s a toolkit that
includes a whole range of options,” said Karen Donfried, assistant secretary of State
for European and Eurasian affairs.

In December, however, Biden said flatly “that is not on the table” when asked if he
was considering deploying U.S. troops in Ukraine, and his aides have echoed him in
public in the days since.

Aside from worries of a nuclear war, U.S. officials privately point to other reasons to
avoid deploying troops in Ukraine, chief among them that the United States has no
treaty responsibilities to Ukraine or critical national security interests at stake there.
Ukraine isn’t located along America’s border, it doesn’t host U.S. military bases and
it’s not a major trade partner, among other reasons.

Those explanations, however, have not stopped the United States from using its
military might on behalf of others in the past.

During the George H.W. Bush administration, the U.S. rallied other countries to push
Iraq’s Saddam Hussein out of Kuwait, despite having no treaty obligation to that
small country; Washington’s interests at the time included protecting oil and gas
production in the Middle East.

During the Barack Obama administration, the United States intervened militarily in
Libya to stop dictator Moammar Gadhafi from attacking the rebel-held city of
Benghazi, an operation justified primarily on human rights grounds.

https://www.cnn.com/2021/11/22/politics/us-considering-weaponry-ukraine/index.html
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Biden’s views on American intervention have evolved toward greater caution during
his many decades in the public eye.

In the 1990s, as a senator, he supported using U.S. force to quell ethnic fighting in the
Balkans. But, thanks in part to U.S. struggles in Afghanistan and Iraq, he has become
far more wary of deploying American military power.

As Obama’s vice president, for instance, he opposed the intervention in Libya, saying
the United States had no major strategic interests there. In subsequent years, he
pointed to the chaos in the country as proving him right.

Biden likewise was strongly opposed to Obama’s surge of U.S. troops in Afghanistan,
advocating a narrower counter-terrorism footprint. In that 20-year conflict, he
inherited the role of ultimate decision-maker, ordering U.S. forces out of Afghanistan
last year. He has defended the decision despite the chaos that ensued, including a
bombing that killed 13 U.S. Service-members and scores of Afghans in Kabul.

What Biden has done, administration officials note in defending his position, is sent
or re-positioned thousands of additional troops to NATO countries near Ukraine.
Those troop deployments are designed to deter Putin from thinking he can take his
war beyond Ukraine and into NATO countries, which the United States has a treaty
obligation to defend.

Biden also has increased U.S. economic and military aid to Ukraine, sending missiles,
ammunition and equipment, in hopes of giving it a fighting chance against Russia’s
superior military.

His administration’s diplomatic efforts on behalf of Ukraine have even led some
Asian countries to express disapproval toward Russia. Japan this week said it would
impose sanctions on Moscow.

China, meanwhile, has criticized the sanctions on Russia and the idea of NATO
expansion even though it has, for now, stayed away from endorsing Moscow’s move
into eastern Ukraine. Beijing likely sees the global community’s reaction to Russia’s
invasion of Ukraine as a potential pattern that could result should China try to take
over Taiwan.

The United States has long maintained a policy of “strategic ambiguity” toward
Taiwan, meaning it will not say whether it will intervene militarily to help the island
defend itself against a takeover attempt by China. At the same time, the U.S is a major
supplier of weapons and other military equipment to the Taiwanese.

Biden last year appeared to suggest that the United States would come to Taiwan’s
defense if it were attacked. The White House insisted Biden had not meant to signal
any change in the strategic ambiguity policy. But the kerfuffle led to calls for
Washington to adopt a clearer position on what it would do for Taiwan, especially as
China ramps up aggressive moves toward the island.

Tricky American politics
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When it comes to Ukraine, another, less publicly acknowledged factor is driving the
administration’s aversion to using troops: The domestic politics are dicey.
Polls suggest there’s little appetite among Americans to enter another war, especially
after the bloody U.S. experience in Afghanistan, which ended with Taliban militants
taking over the country.

Biden’s position on Ukraine has earned sympathy from not just fellow Democrats but
even Republicans who are well aware of the public mood. Some elements of the GOP
base, pushed by conservative Fox News host Tucker Carlson, are even siding with
Russia against Ukraine, adding to the bizarre nature of the political debate.

Sen. Marco Rubio (R-Fla.), who is generally hawkish on foreign policy and often
criticizes the Biden team, on Tuesday dismissed the idea of sending U.S. troops to
Ukraine, saying “war between the U.S. and Russia is not going to be good for
anybody.”

“These are the world’s two largest nuclear powers, and that’s one of the things —
even as we are firm in our response — [that] we have to try everything possible to
avoid, because it can escalate very quickly,” Rubio said on CBS. “We’re not the
world’s policemen. We’re not sending troops into Ukraine.”

While Rubio’s view is a common one on the left and right, there are some lawmakers
troubled by Biden’s inflexibility on the issue of troops.

“Strong presidents never take options off the table, and we cannot be surprised if
Putin now doubts whether we really care what he does to Ukraine,” GOP Sen. Roger
Wicker of Mississippi wrote in the National Review last week.

Politicians react to the latest in Ukraine
In a sign of how fraught the politics can be, more than 40 lawmakers representing
both parties wrote to Biden this week insisting that, if he decides he wants to send
troops to Ukraine, he bring the matter to Congress first.

“The American people, through their representatives in Congress, deserve to have a
say before U.S. troops are placed in harm’s way or the U.S. becomes involved in yet
another foreign conflict,” the lawmakers wrote.

The long game
One U.S. official familiar with the issue said that within the administration, there’s
ongoing worry about the possibility that the standoff between the United States and
Russia could escalate even if American troops aren’t in Ukraine.

That could happen if American citizens in Ukraine are killed, if Russia uses cyber
attacks to retaliate against U.S. sanctions or if Russian troops even accidentally fire
across the border into a NATO country, the official said.

The level of American involvement in Ukraine could vary depending on how long the
conflict lasts and who’s in charge at the White House. Many officials and analysts
suspect Putin plans to go big, trying to grab as much of the country as possible.

https://today.yougov.com/topics/international/articles-reports/2022/02/11/americans-want-support-ukraine-not-us-troops
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That’s led to the distinct possibility that Washington might aid a Ukrainian
insurgency, especially if Russia’s military takes all or much of Ukraine.

The United States has a track record on this front, in, of all places, Afghanistan.
During the 1980s, Washington armed and funded Afghan rebels trying to push the
Soviet Union out of their country. The Soviets eventually left, but the violence in the
country didn’t stop as Afghan militias turned on each other, eventually giving rise to
the Taliban.

Funding and arming Ukrainian insurgents is the type of plan that could get
significant support in Congress, but it’s also an effort that requires patience and
long-term thinking.

A new president could also upend the plans.
Biden’s predecessor in the White House, Republican Donald Trump, tried repeatedly
to gain favor with Putin, even though his administration — thanks in part to
congressional legislation — imposed tough sanctions on Russia over a variety of
complaints.

Trump also tried to pressure the Ukrainian government into investigating Biden, an
effort that led to his first impeachment and subsequent acquittal. In various
statements this week, Trump has said Russia would not have invaded Ukraine if he
was president, while also describing Putin’s moves as “savvy” and “genius.”

Whether Trump, Biden or someone else is in charge in Washington in 2025, one
person with a long-term view is Putin, who plans to stay in power for many more
years.

Shattering the myth of Vladimir Putin as a strategic genius
Andrew Latham (Opinion Contributor) - The Hill

Alexei Nikolsky, Sputnik Kremlin Pool Photo via AP
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There is a myth, in wide circulation throughout the Western world, that Vladimir
Putin is a strategic mastermind - a geopolitical genius more astute than Clausewitz,
more subtle than Sun Tzu and more audacious than Napoleon.

According to this myth, the Russian leader is the strategic equivalent of the chess
world's greatest grand-master, able to grasp the big geopolitical picture, anticipate
his adversary's moves and move his own pieces around the board in ways that not
only guarantee victory but leave his opponents sputtering in awe at his mastery of the
great game.

He may be evil, but no matter. Like Machiavelli's ideal prince, though he is perhaps
not loved, he must be feared. For as a master of the dark arts of strategy, he will
always get his way.

For those who have bought into this myth, the latest Russian jockeying over Ukraine
is simply the pudding that proves the point. Once again, the purveyors of the myth
would have us believe, the canny Russian leader has wrong-footed the bumbling and
divided leaders of the West, this time outmaneuvering them so thoroughly that he is
poised not only to prevail over Ukraine but to remake the entire European security to
suit his own diabolical purposes.

Like most myths, however, this one is more fantasy than fact. Putin is by no
conceivable definition of the term a strategic genius; in fact, quite the opposite. Even
a cursory survey of his record clearly reveals that the Russian leader is something of
a strategic fool.

Although we would have to go back to the very beginning of his tenure as paramount
leader (his formal title changes occasionally, but for the past two decades he's always
been the one calling the shots) and survey his entire foreign policy record to prove
this conclusively, a review of Putin's mishandling of the ongoing Ukraine crisis will
be sufficient to illustrate the basic point.

To begin with, we need to bear in mind that it was Putin who needlessly transformed
a simmering political conflict with Ukraine into a war. That conflict, itself caused by
Putin's blundering efforts to compel Ukraine to join its Eurasian Economic Union,
had become frozen in the aftermath of his failed 2014 effort to permanently halt
Ukraine's westward drift.

But, in a clumsy attempt to force a permanent solution to his "Ukraine problem," in
recent months, Putin deployed a massive military force that could neither be
maintained in the field indefinitely nor withdrawn without significant internal and
external audience costs.

Now that, all too predictably, neither Ukraine nor NATO has acceded to his demands,
he has found himself with no choice but to use the massive military force that he
originally thought he could wield bloodlessly to bully his way to victory. These are
not the fruits of strategic genius.

That Putin would attempt this gambit in the first place was plausibly rational - at
least in the sense that inferences flow logically from premises. But its rationality

https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/europe/putins-eurasian-economic-union-starts-in-2015-with-curtailed-ambitions/2014/12/23/313e7864-8a1b-11e4-ace9-47de1af4c3eb_story.html


depended on a totally flawed premise. Putin completely misjudged the temper of the
U.S. and its NATO allies and wildly misread what the Alliance was willing to concede
and what it was not. And those strategic misapprehensions, in turn, were based on a
shocking misinterpretation of both the causes and consequences of the U.S.
withdrawal from Afghanistan.

Again, these are not the kinds of missteps that one would have expected from even a
run-of-the mill strategic genius, let alone a grand-master of Putin's caliber. A merely
average strategic genius would have accurately read the geopolitical room and
grasped that NATO was not going to knuckle under to the demands Putin has made.

Even a less-than-average strategic genius would not have amassed forces on
Ukraine's border without leaving himself what Sun Tzu, an actual master of strategy,
called a "golden bridge" - an off-ramp that in this case would allow him to exit the
highway to war without incurring substantial internal and external audience costs.
These are not the fruits of strategic genius.

And let's be clear: Putin's war with Ukraine will ultimately redound to Russia's great
strategic disadvantage. To be sure, there can be little doubt that Russian forces will
accomplish their military mission as quickly and effectively as did the U.S.-led
coalition forces in Iraq in 2003.

But the longer-term strategic consequences are likely to be every bit as catastrophic
as that earlier American-led "war of choice” If Russia attempts to occupy the entire
country, it will face the task of pacifying a hostile people with a long history of
resisting foreign domination.

If that sounds familiar, it should - not least to Putin, who knows, or ought to know, the
role that the Red Army's bloody occupation of Afghanistan played in the ultimate
demise of his beloved Soviet Union.

If Putin's Russia merely seeks to carve out a land-corridor here or a buffer-zone there,
it will face an irreconcilably Ukraine, a NATO finally stirred from its
three-decades-long geopolitical slumber, a hostile U.S. and perhaps even an
alienated China.

And if it does nothing more than attempt to break the Ukrainian state and its military,
the staggering civilian casualties and subsequent refugee crisis will leave Russia a
pariah state - one subject to sanctions and condemnations the likes of which it has
never before experienced.

And whatever the scope, scale and objective it finally assumes, any military operation
Putin launches will carry the ever-present risk that it will go wrong, escalate or
otherwise spiral out of control - with even more potentially catastrophic
consequences. These are not the fruits of strategic genius.

Even if, by some miracle not of Putin's making, a protracted war can be avoided, the
likely strategic consequences of all the grand master's strategy thus far would still be
contrary to Russia's interests as Putin has defined them.



It will further consolidate a Ukrainian national identity organized around
anti-Russianness. It may incline Finland and Sweden - the very definition of neutral
states - to seek NATO membership.

It has already catalyzed greater NATO solidarity and may well result in a truly
far-reaching revitalization of the Alliance as a bulwark against Russian influence and
a check on its ambitions. And it may well trigger German - and even a wider
European - re-armament on a scale not seen since the depths of the Cold War. These
are not the fruits of strategic genius.

In sum, Vladimir Putin may be many things - a capable tyrant, a sometime naturalist,
a middling hockey player, an avid fisherman. But whatever else he is, and the
prevailing mythology notwithstanding, one thing is for certain: He's no strategic
genius.

Russia Is Aiming for a Rapid Destruction of Ukraine’s Forces
Marc Champion - Bloomberg

(Bloomberg) -- Russia’s invasion of Ukraine is following a course many military
analysts had predicted, with a barrage of missile attacks to destroy Ukraine’s air
force and air defenses quickly followed by a massive land campaign aimed at
crushing armed resistance.

Events on the ground unfolded rapidly on Thursday and, while the situation remains
fluid, it appears that Russian President Vladimir Putin has opted for a campaign
aimed at achieving regime change, rather than a more limited takeover of the
separatist Donbas territories he recognized as independent on Tuesday.

Ukraine’s State Border Guard Service said its personnel came under attack at 5 a.m.
local time in five provinces ranged around the country’s north eastern borders, as
well as through Donbas and occupied Crimea, to the south.

Russian tanks were reported to have reached the outskirts of Ukraine’s second city,
Kharkiv, by mid morning, and to be fighting in the Kherson region just north of
Crimea. By early afternoon, CNN showed Russian troops apparently in control of
Hostomel airport, outside the capital Kyiv, following an air assault.

Mykhaylo Podolyak, adviser to Ukraine’s President Volodymyr Zelenskiy, said
Russian forces may be trying to secure the base as a bridgehead for an operation to
decapitate the government. “Landing of airborne troops is possible. There could be
an attempt to enter government’s bloc,” Podolyak said. “One of the goals is to
remove top authorities.”

Unequal Battle
That idea was supported by Vyacheslav Nikonov, first deputy chairman of the Russian
State Duma’s International Affairs Committee, who said Russia aims to install a new,
Moscow-friendly administration. It isn’t clear how a government imposed by Russia
would be able to overcome popular resistance.

http://en.putin.kremlin.ru/interests/page-3
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In the east, the Facebook page for Ukraine’s war effort reported a fierce battle with
Russian tanks pressing down toward the rear of Ukrainian front lines fighting
separatists in Luhansk province.
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In an unequal battle -- Russia spends more than 10 times as much on defense --
Ukraine said it had shot down Russian aircraft and destroyed tanks. Russia’s Defense
Ministry said it had destroyed 74 military facilities, including 11 air fields, 3
command posts, a naval base and 18 radar stations for anti-aircraft batteries.

What happens next, according to the Moscow-based defense analyst Pavel
Felgenhauer, is best understood from Putin’s stated goal to “demilitarize” rather
than occupy Ukraine, a nation of 41 million that has a territorial expanse similar to
that of France.

‘Totally Disbanded’
“That means the Ukrainian armed forces should be totally disbanded, weapons
liquidated and Ukraine turned into a buffer zone where Russia can do what it wants
without any ability of Ukraine to resist,” said Felgenhauer, a veteran military analyst
with the Jamestown Foundation, a U.S. think tank. “Putin was very specific, territory
issues come second.”

That, in turn, requires targeting the Ukrainian armed forces that are mostly in
Donbas, where Russian forces are likely to engage from the front and surround them,
Felgenhauer said. Russia cannot afford a drawn out engagement, but rather “it will
be a Blitz, a Blitzkrieg,” he said.

That’s a view shared by Ben Hodges, a retired U.S. General and former commander
of the U.S. Army in Europe. Taking Kyiv, a city of 2.8 million, by force would risk
months of urban warfare and require all the manpower Russia has available. In U.S.
experience, he said, taking one hotel-size building requires a battalion, or 700-800
men.

https://www.facebook.com/pressjfo.news


“I just don’t think it’s feasible,” Hodges said on the margins of the Feb. 18-20
Munich Security Conference.

Lego Set
According to the U.S., Russia had built up a force around Ukraine numbering
between 150,000 and 200,000 troops by the time Putin gave the order to move. Not all
have yet been deployed.

There’s little doubt Putin has his eyes on more than just the separatist territories,
according to Mathieu Boulegue, a specialist in Eurasian security and defense at the
London think tank Chatham House.

In Putin’s pre-war address to the nation, said Boulegue, he spent less time talking
about stopping further NATO expansion than what he saw as the illegitimacy of
Ukraine as a state, cobbled together -- in his account -- by a series of arbitrary
Soviet-era decisions.

“It was the way he was talking about Ukraine almost like it was a Lego set,”
Boulegue. “He was making the case to Russians that by going in he would be righting
a historical wrong.”

Romney says he was right about Russia in 2012 and mocks Obama put-down: ‘The
80s called and we didn’t answer’
Eric Garcia - The Independent

Getty Images

Former 2012 Republican presidential nominee and Utah Sen Mitt Romney had a
simple message as Russian President Vladimir Putin invaded Ukraine: I was right
and Democrats were wrong.

In 2012, Mr Romney, who was running against President Barack Obama, criticized
his Democratic opponent for being caught on a hot mic telling then Russian president

https://www.independent.co.uk/topic/barack-obama


Dmitry Medvedev that after the 2012 election, he would have more “flexibility” to
negotiate on missile defence.

“This is to Russia, this is without question, our number one geopolitical foe,” he
told CNN’s Wolf Blitzer at the time. “They fight every cause for the world’s worst
actors.”

In the final general election debate between the two, Mr Obama mocked Mr Romney,
whose most recent office at the time was being governor of Massachusetts.

“And the 1980s are now calling to ask for their foreign policy back,” he quipped.

“The Cold War’s been over for 20 years. But Governor, when it comes to our foreign
policy, you seem to want to import the foreign policies of the 1980s, just like the
social policies of the 1950s and the social policies of the 1920s.”

After losing the 2012 presidential race, Mr Romney emerged as the Republican
Party’s most prominent critic of Donald Trump in 2016. But after an unsuccessful
courtship to potentially be Mr Trump’s secretary of state, Mr Romney ran for Senate
in his adopted home state of Utah and won in 2018.

On Wednesday evening, Mr Romney released a statement criticizing Russia’s
invasion of Ukraine. He also criticized the Obama administration’s attempts to “reset”
relations with Russia after Russia’s invasion of Georgia – as well as Mr Trump’s
policy of “America First”.

“Putin’s impunity predictably follows our tepid response to his previous horrors in
Georgia and Crimea, our naive efforts at a one-sided ‘reset’ and the shortsightedness
of ‘America First’,” he said before calling back to Mr Obama’s line. “The ‘80s called’
and we didn’t answer.”

Kevin Sheridan, who served as Paul Ryan’s communications director when Mr Ryan
was Mr Romney’s running mate, said the Obama campaign was not the only
Democratic entity that criticized Mr Romney.

“It was obvious 10 years ago Putin was a menace. Republicans will argue that China
is a far bigger problem now but they are not unrelated,” Mr Sheridan told The
Independent in an email. “Projecting weakness in the face of Russian aggression is
only going to encourage China.”

Similar, Mr Sheridan said then-Senator John Kerry said in his speech at the
Democratic National Convention that year that Mr Romney got his foreign policy
from Rocky IV, wherein fictional character Rocky Balboa fights a Russian boxer.

Mr Kerry, the 2004 Democratic presidential nominee, would later become Mr
Obama’s Secretary of State and now serves as President Joe Biden’s special envoy
for Climate.

“Two years later Russian forces took off their uniforms, invaded Crimea, and shot
down a passenger jet killing 298 civilians,” he said.

https://www.independent.co.uk/topic/cnn
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Videos Show Russian Attack Helicopters Swarm Over Ukraine as War Escalates
Khaleda Rahman - Newsweek

Getty Images

Russian attack helicopters were filmed in the skies above Ukraine as Russia launched
its anticipated attack on its neighbor.

Explosions were heard before dawn in Kyiv and other cities in Ukraine minutes after
Russian President Vladimir Putin declared the start of a "special military operation"
in Ukraine on Thursday.

Multiple videos on social media appear to show Russian military aircraft in Ukraine's
airspace or heading towards Ukraine.

https://www.newsweek.com/topic/vladimir-putin


Nikolaevsky Airport completely destroyed.

Russian attack helicopters over Belgorod en route to Ukraine.



A Russian attack helicopter was seen over the Luhansk region, according to a video
shared on Twitter by Thomas van Linge.

Another video on Twitter purports to show Russian attack helicopters in the Russian
city of Belgorod, about 40 miles north of Ukraine's border, while another captured a
Kamov Ka-50 over Armyansk in Crimea.

Meanwhile, Valerii Zaluzhnyi, the commander-in-chief of Ukraine's Armed Forces,
said Ukraine had shot down five Russian aircraft and two helicopters.

In a post on Facebook, Zaluzhnyi also said two Russian tanks were damaged and
several trucks were destroyed.

"There are no losses among the defenders of Ukraine," he said. "We are on our land
and we will not give it up!"

It came after Ukraine's foreign minister, Dmytro Kuleba, tweeted that Putin had
launched "a full-scale invasion of Ukraine."

"Peaceful Ukrainian cities are under strikes. This is a war of aggression. Ukraine will
defend itself and will win," Kuleba wrote. "The world can and must stop Putin. The
time to act is now."

In his televised address, Putin said that the attack was needed to protect civilians in
eastern Ukraine, a false claim that the U.S. had predicted he would use as a pretext
for an invasion.

He also warned other nations not to interfere. "Anyone who tries to interfere with us,
or even more so, to create threats for our country and our people, must know that
Russia's response will be immediate and will lead you to such consequences as you
have never before experienced in your history," he said.

"We are ready for any turn of events."

President Joe Biden condemned the attack as "unprovoked and unjustified" during a
phone call with Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenksyy, according to a statement
attributed to the president from the White House.

The president said Zelensky "asked me to call on the leaders of the world to speak out
clearly against President Putin's flagrant aggression, and to stand with the people of
Ukraine."

In an earlier statement, Biden said "the world will hold Russia accountable."
"President Putin has chosen a premeditated war that will bring a catastrophic loss of
life and human suffering," he said.

"Russia alone is responsible for the death and destruction this attack will bring, and
the United States and its Allies and partners will respond in a united and decisive way.
The world will hold Russia accountable.”
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He said that he would address the American people on Thursday to announce "further
consequences" the U.S. and its allies would impose on Russia "for this needless act of
aggression against Ukraine and global peace and security.”

China rejects calling Russia move 'invasion,' urges citizens in Ukraine to stay home
Martin Quin Pollard & Ryan Woo - Reuters

Reuters/CARLOS GARCIA RAWLINS

BEIJING (Reuters) - China rejected calling Russia's moves on Ukraine an "invasion"
and urged all sides to exercise restraint, even as it advised its citizens there to stay
home or at least take the precaution of displaying a Chinese flag if they needed to
drive anywhere.

Russian forces on Thursday fired missiles at several cities in Ukraine and landed
troops on its coast, officials and media said, after President Vladimir Putin
authorized what he called a special military operation in the east.

"China is closely monitoring the latest situation. We call on all sides to exercise
restraint to prevent the situation from getting out of control," said Hua Chunying,
spokesperson at China's foreign ministry.

At a packed daily media briefing in Beijing, Hua bridled at journalists'
characterization of Russia's actions.
"This is perhaps a difference between China and you Westerners. We won't go
rushing to a conclusion," she said.

"Regarding the definition of an invasion, I think we should go back to how to view the
current situation in Ukraine. The Ukrainian issue has other very complicated
historical background that have continued to today. It may not be what everyone
wants to see.”

Russia's attack on Ukraine comes weeks after Russian President Vladimir Putin met
with his Chinese counterpart Xi Jinping just before the Winter Olympics in Beijing.



The two sides announced a strategic partnership aimed at countering U.S. influence,
and said they would have "no 'forbidden' areas of cooperation".
The Games ended on Sunday.

Xi and Putin have developed a close partnership over the years, but Russia's actions
in Ukraine put China, which has an oft-stated foreign policy principle of
non-interference, in an awkward position, experts say.

Asked if Putin had told China that he was planning to invade Ukraine, Hua said
Russia, as an independent power, did not need to seek the consent of China.

"It independently decides and implements its own diplomacy and strategy according
to its own strategic judgment and interests," she said.

"And I would also like to add that every time the heads of state meet, they will of
course exchange views on issues of common concern.”

China has been expected to back Russia diplomatically and perhaps economically in
the event of an invasion of Ukraine, but not militarily. Hua, in response to a question
on Thursday, said China had not provided Russia with any military support.

MEDIATION
U. S. President Joe Biden promised "severe sanctions" in response to Russia's attack,
and said he would meet with other Group of Seven leaders to discuss the matter.
V.
"Some countries have been following the U.S. in fanning the flame," Hua said. "We
object any action that hypes up war.”

She also called on Europe to reflect on how it can better protect its peace.
"At the current stage, we should consider whether we've done enough in mediation,”
Hua said, referring to Europe.

China's embassy in Kyiv warned that the situation in Ukraine has deteriorated
sharply and security risks have risen, with social order potentially descending into
chaos.

"The Chinese flag can be affixed to an obvious place on the body of the vehicle," the
embassy said in advice to any nationals who decide to venture out.

During Lebanon's military conflict with Israel in 2006, Chinese diplomatic personnel
and their families evacuating the embassy in Beirut had draped their vehicles with the
Chinese national flag to avoid being randomly targeted.

China has so far stopped short of telling its citizens to consider leaving Ukraine. A
security advisory issued by the embassy earlier this week had warned Chinese
nationals to stock up on daily necessities such as food and water.

Russia invades Ukraine in largest European attack since WWII



Russia invaded Ukraine by land, sea and air in largest attack on European soil
since the Second World War
Danielle Wallace - Fox News

Smoke rise from an air defence base in the aftermath of an apparent Russian strike in
Mariupol, Ukraine, Thursday, Feb. 24, 2022. (AP Photo/Evgeniy Maloletka)

Russian forces invaded Ukraine on Thursday by land, air and sea in the largest
military attack of one state against another on the European continent since the
Second World War.

Russia’s all-out attack on Ukraine has killed at least 57 people and wounded 169
during the first day of President Vladimir Putin's full-scale invasion, Ukraine’s
Health Minister Oleh Lyashko said Thursday.

President Biden said Thursday afternoon that he’s reached a full agreement with G7
leaders to limit Russia’s ability to be part of the global economy, stunt their ability to
finance and grow Russia’s military and impair their ability to compete in a high-tech,
21st century economy.

In a public address from the White House, Biden said Putin has much larger
ambitions than Ukraine and wants to "reestablish the Soviet Union."
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Secretary of Defense Gen. Lloyd Austin ordered the deployment of approximately
7,000 additional U.S. troops to Germany in a move aimed at bolstering NATO
defense and deterring Russian aggression.

The wide-ranging attack on Ukraine hit cities and bases with airstrikes or shelling, as
civilians piled into trains and cars to flee the country. Ukraine's government said
Russian tanks and troops rolled across the border in a "full-scale war" that could
rewrite the geopolitical order.

After several hours of fierce battle, Russian forces seized control of the Chernobyl
nuclear power plant, and Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky earlier Thursday
raised concerns of repeated of the 1986 disaster.

A senior U.S. Defense Department official told reporters earlier Thursday that
Putin’s goal appears to be seizing the capital of Kyiv, "decapitating the government"
and "installing his own method of governance."
He claimed Putin indicated this himself during his overnight speech.

According to the U.S. Embassy Riga, U.S. troops from the Army’s 173rd Airborne
Brigade arrived in Latvia Thursday morning. They were the first U.S. forces being
re-positioned to the Baltics to demonstrate the U.S. commitment to Allies and bolster
NATO’s eastern flank.

Ukraine president orders full military mobilization
YURAS KARMANAU, JIM HEINTZ, VLADIMIR ISACHENKOV & DASHA
LITVINOVA - Associated Press (AP)

https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-putin-attack-a05e7c4563ac94b963134bba83187d46/gallery/b5a25eea98ab46f8a12b317afdcb704f


KYIV, Ukraine (AP) — Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskyy has ordered a full
military mobilization to counter the Russian invasion.

In a decree issued Thursday, he said the the mobilization would last 90 days.
He tasked the military’s general staff with determining the number of people eligible
for service and the number of reservists as well as the order of the call-up. The
president’s cabinet has been tasked with allocating money for the mobilization.

THIS IS A BREAKING NEWS UPDATE. AP’s earlier story follows below.
KYIV, Ukraine (AP) — Russia launched a full-scale invasion of Ukraine on Thursday,
unleashing airstrikes on cities and military bases and sending in troops and tanks
from three sides in an attack that could rewrite the global post-Cold War security
order. Ukraine’s government pleaded for help as civilians piled into trains and cars
to flee.

Russian President Vladimir Putin ignored global condemnation and cascading new
sanctions as he unleashed the largest ground war in Europe since World War II, and
chillingly referred to his country’s nuclear arsenal. He threatened any country trying
to interfere with “consequences you have never seen.”

Ukrainian officials said their forces were battling Russians on multiple fronts, had
suffered dozens of deaths and had lost control of the decommissioned Chernobyl
nuclear power plant, scene of the world’s worst nuclear disaster.

“Russia has embarked on a path of evil, but Ukraine is defending itself and won’t give
up its freedom,” Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskyy tweeted.

RUSSIA-UKRAINE CONFLICT
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· U.S. President Joe Biden announced new sanctions against Russia, saying Putin
“chose this war” and that his country would bear the consequences of his action.
Other nations also announced sanctions, or said they would shortly.

Fearing a Russian attack on the capital city, thousands of people went deep
underground as night fell, jamming Kyiv’s subway stations. At times it felt almost
cheerful. Families ate dinner. Children played. Adults chatted. People brought
sleeping bags or dogs or crossword puzzles — anything to alleviate the waiting and
the long night ahead.

But the exhaustion was clear on many faces. And the worries.

“Nobody believed that this war would start, and that they would take Kyiv directly”
said Anton Mironov, waiting out the night in one of the old Soviet metro stations. “I
feel mostly fatigue. None of it feels real.”

The invasion began early Thursday with a series of missile strikes, many on key
government and military installations, quickly followed by a three-pronged ground
assault. Ukrainian and U.S. officials said Russian forces were attacking from the east
toward Kharkiv, Ukraine’s second-largest city; from the southern region of Crimea,
which Russia annexed in 2014; and from Belarus to the north.

Zelenskyy, who had earlier cut diplomatic ties with Moscow and declared martial law,
appealed to global leaders, saying that “if you don’t help us now, if you fail to offer a
powerful assistance to Ukraine, tomorrow the war will knock on your door.”

Both sides claimed to have destroyed some of the other’s aircraft and military
hardware, though little of that could be confirmed.

Hours after the invasion began, Russian forces seized control of the now-unused
Chernobyl plant and its surrounding exclusion zone after a fierce battle, presidential
adviser Myhailo Podolyak told The Associated Press.



The Vienna-based International Atomic Energy Agency said it was told by Ukraine of
the takeover, adding that there had been “no casualties or destruction at the
industrial site.”

The 1986 disaster occurred when a nuclear reactor at the plant 130 kilometers (80
miles) north of Kyiv exploded, sending a radioactive cloud across Europe. The
damaged reactor was later covered by a protective shell to prevent leaks.

The chief of the NATO alliance, Jens Stoltenberg, said the “brutal act of war”
shattered peace in Europe, joining a chorus of world leaders decrying an attack that
could cause massive casualties and topple Ukraine’s democratically elected
government.

The conflict shook global financial markets: Stocks plunged and oil prices soared
amid concerns that heating bills and food prices would skyrocket.

Condemnation came not only from the U.S. and Europe, but from South Korea,
Australia and beyond — and many governments readied new sanctions. Even friendly
leaders like Hungary’s Viktor Orban sought to distance themselves from Putin.

British Prime Minister Boris Johnson said he aimed to cut off Russia from the U.K.’s
financial markets as he announced sanctions, freezing the assets of all large Russian
banks and planning to bar Russian companies and the Kremlin from raising money on
British markets.

“Now we see him for what he is — a bloodstained aggressor who believes in imperial
conquest,” Johnson said of Putin.

The U.S. sanctions will target Russian banks, oligarchs, state-controlled companies
and high-tech sectors, Biden said, but they were designed not to disrupt global energy
markets. Russian oil and natural gas exports are vital energy sources for Europe.

Zelenskyy urged the U.S. and West to go further and cut the Russians from the SWIFT
system, a key financial network that connects thousands of banks around the world.
The White House has been reluctant to immediately cut Russia from SWIFT, worried
it could cause enormous economic problems in Europe and elsewhere in the West.

While some nervous Europeans speculated about a possible new world war, the U.S.
and its NATO partners have shown no indication they would send troops into Ukraine,
fearing a larger conflict. They instead mobilized troops and equipment around the
alliance’s flanks as Ukraine pleaded for defense assistance and help protecting its
airspace.

NATO reinforced its members in Eastern Europe as a precaution, and Biden said the
U.S. was deploying additional forces to Germany to bolster NATO. European
authorities declared the country’s airspace an active conflict zone.

After weeks of denying plans to invade, Putin launched the operation on a country the
size of Texas that has increasingly tilted toward the democratic West and away from
Moscow’s sway. The autocratic leader made clear earlier this week that he sees no
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reason for Ukraine to exist, raising fears of possible broader conflict in the vast space
that the Soviet Union once ruled. Putin denied plans to occupy Ukraine, but his
ultimate goals remain hazy.

Ukrainians were urged to shelter in place and not to panic.
“Until the very last moment, I didn’t believe it would happen. I just pushed away
these thoughts,” said a terrified Anna Dovnya in Kyiv, watching soldiers and police
remove shrapnel from an exploded shell. “We have lost all faith.”

With social media amplifying a torrent of military claims and counter-claims, it was
difficult to determine exactly what was happening on the ground. Russia and Ukraine
made competing claims about damage they had inflicted.

Russia’s Defense Ministry said it had destroyed scores of Ukrainian air bases,
military facilities and drones. It confirmed the loss of one of its Su-25 attack jets,
blaming “pilot error,” and said an An-26 transport plane had crashed because of
technical failure, killing the entire crew. It did not say how many were aboard.

Russia said it was not targeting cities, but journalists saw destruction in many civilian
areas. Ukraine’s health minister said 57 Ukrainians were killed in the invasion and
169 more were wounded. It was not clear how many were civilians, although earlier
in the day it had said 40 soldiers had died.

Poland’s military increased its readiness level, and Lithuania and Moldova moved
toward doing the same.

Putin justified his actions in an overnight televised address, asserting the attack was
needed to protect civilians in eastern Ukraine — a false claim the U.S. predicted he
would make as a pretext for invasion. He accused the U.S. and its allies of ignoring
Russia’s demands to prevent Ukraine from joining NATO and for security guarantees,
saying the military action was a “forced measure.”

Anticipating international condemnation and countermeasures, Putin issued a stark
warning to other countries not to meddle. In a reminder of Russia’s nuclear power, he
warned that “no one should have any doubts that a direct attack on our country will
lead to the destruction and horrible consequences for any potential aggressor.”

Inside Russia, authorities moved swiftly to crack down on any critical
voices. OVD-Info, a group that tracks political arrests, reported 1,620 people in 52
Russian cities had been detained for protesting the invasion, more than half of them in
Moscow.
___
(Isachenkov and Litvinova reported from Moscow. Francesca Ebel in Kyiv; Angela
Charlton in Paris; Geir Moulson and Frank Jordans in Berlin; Raf Casert and Lorne
Cook in Brussels; Nic Dumitrache in Mariupol, Ukraine, Inna Varennytsia in eastern
Ukraine; and Robert Burns, Matthew Lee, Aamer Madhani, Eric Tucker, Nomaan
Merchant, Ellen Knickmeyer, Zeke Miller, Chris Megerian and Darlene Superville in
Washington contributed.)
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Satellite images show developments of Russian invasion of Ukraine on Thursday, Feb.
24, 2022. Images provided by ImageSat International (ISI) intelligence report,
space-based intelligence solutions company. (ImageSat International (ISI))

However, the defense official emphasized that, "U.S. troops are not going to be
fighting the war in Ukraine." The U.S. military has no aircraft in Ukrainian airspace
as of Wednesday morning, he said.

Russia has launched more than 100 ballistic missiles into Ukraine since its initial
onslaught overnight. Starting around 9:30 p.m. EST Wednesday, Russian forces
began launching missiles from land and sea-based platforms from the Black Sea
toward key cities in central and eastern Ukraine, the official said.

The official said Russian forces were fighting all three major axes "designed to take
key population centers." The heaviest fighting has been occurring near an axis from
northeast of Ukraine to the south, starting from Belarus to an advance on the
Ukrainian city of Kharkiv.



People including Ukrainians, take part in a demonstration in support of Ukraine,
outside Downing Street, central London, Thursday, Feb. 24, 2022. ((Yui Mok/PA via
AP))

A second axis extends from north central Ukraine to the south from Belarus toward
Kyiv. A third axis in the south is spreading from Crimea, which Russia annexed in
2014, to the Ukrainian city of Kherson.

Ukrainian Ambassador to the U.S., Oksana Markarova, called for Russia to be
removed from SWIFT, or the Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial
Telecommunication, and for allies to support them through devastating financial
sanctions against Russia, through defensive anti-air supplies, and by cutting all
diplomatic ties with Russia.

Recognizing Ukraine is not a member of NATO, Markarova said she did not expect
U.S. troops to defend Ukraine but expected other support give their "strategic
friendship."

British Prime Minister Boris Johnson condemned Russia's attack on Ukraine before
the House of Commons Thursday and moved to freeze assets of Russian banks. He
announced the "largest ever" set of sanctions against Russia and vowed to eliminate
Europe's reliance on Russian oil and gas.

Anti-Russian demonstrations have popped up across Europe and in the U.S. in cities
including New York, London, Dublin, Edinburgh, Paris and Berlin. Meanwhile,
Russian authorities began cracking down on anti-war protests across the country,
reportedly arresting more than a thousand demonstrators in several cities.

Ukraine Foreign Minister Dmytro Kuleba said the country severed
diplomatic relations with Russia and called "on all our partners to do the same. By
this concrete step you will demonstrate that you stand by Ukraine and categorically
reject the most blatant act of aggression in Europe since WWII."
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While the attack on Ukraine was largely condemned by the West, it’s unclear whether
forces will intervene, something Russian President Vladimir Putin warned would
show grave consequences. NATO is sending additional forces to bolster defenses in
eastern Europe.

Oleksiy Arestovich, an adviser to Zelenskyy, said Thursday about 40 people have been
killed so far in the Russian attack on the country, The Associated Press reported.
Several dozen people have been wounded. He didn’t specify whether casualties
included civilians.

Zelenskyy said he would be providing weapons to citizens who want to help defend the
country, instructing them on Twitter to "be ready to support Ukraine in the squares of
our cities."

"The future of the Ukrainian people depends on every Ukrainian," he said Thursday,
urging all those who can defend the country to come to the Interior Ministry’s
assembly facilities.

Russia "has embarked on a path of evil," the president said, but Ukraine "is defending
itself & won't give up its freedom no matter what Moscow thinks." Zelenskyy said
sanctions would be lifted "on all citizens of Ukraine who are ready to defend our
country as part of territorial defense with weapons in hands."

"Russia treacherously attacked our state in the morning, as Nazi Germany did in
#2WW years," Zelenskyy tweeted. "As of today, our countries are on different sides of
world history."

The attacks came first from the air. Later, Ukrainian authorities described ground
invasions in multiple regions, and border guards released security camera footage
Thursday showing a line of Russian military vehicles crossing into Ukraine’s
government-held territory from Russian-annexed Crimea in the south.

In the north, video showed tanks rolling over the border from the Russian ally of
Belarus through Senkivka. Russian forces also landed in the port cities of Odessa and
Mariupol.
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The Russian military claimed to have wiped out Ukraine’s entire air defenses in a
matter of hours, and European authorities declared the country's airspace an active
conflict zone.

Russia's claims could not immediately be verified, nor could Ukrainian ones that it
had shot down several Russian aircraft, according to The Associated Press. The
Ukrainian air defense system and air force date back to the Soviet era and are
dwarfed by Russia’s massive air power and precision weapons.

Western counties were anticipating hundreds of thousands of people to flee from the
attack on Ukraine, Reuters reported. Highways outside of Kyiv swelled with traffic
Thursday leading to Poland, and lines of people waited for gasoline, to withdraw
money or to purchase other supplies, such as food and water.

Kyiv Mayor Vitaly Klitschko advised residents to stay home unless they are involved
in critical work and urged them to prepare go-bags with necessities and documents if
they need to evacuate.

This photo shows a view of the city of Kyiv, Ukraine, Thursday, Feb. 24, 2022.
Russian President Vladimir Putin on Thursday announced a military operation in
Ukraine and warned other countries that any attempt to interfere with the Russian
action would lead to "consequences you have never seen." ((AP Photo/Emilio

Morenatti))

Ukraine said columns of Russian troops were passing over the border into the
Ukrainian regions of Chernihiv, Kharkiv and Luhansk, Reuters reported. Russian
missiles also targeted several Ukrainian cities, and explosions could be heard before
dawn in the capital of Kyiv, home to 3 million people.

After weeks of denying plans to invade, Putin justified his actions in an overnight
televised address, asserting that the attack was needed to protect civilians in eastern
Ukraine — a false claim the U.S. had predicted he would make as a pretext for an
invasion. He accused the U.S. and its allies of ignoring Russia’s demands to prevent
Ukraine from joining NATO and for security guarantees.
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In a reminder of Russia’s nuclear power, Putin said "no one should have any doubts
that a direct attack on our country will lead to the destruction and horrible
consequences for any potential aggressor."

Among Putin’s pledges was to "denazify" Ukraine. World War II looms large in
Russia, after the Soviet Union suffered more deaths than any country while fighting
Adolf Hitler’s forces.
Kremlin propaganda sometimes paints Ukrainian nationalists as neo-Nazis seeking
revenge — a charge historians call disinformation. Ukraine is now led by a Jewish
president who lost relatives in the Holocaust.

The head of the National Police of Ukraine on Thursday raised all units to combat
alarm and warned civilians not to go outside in uniform or tactile clothing and to
report all suspicious objects or people, especially those with red items on their
clothing, to a special police line.

Zelenskyy has declared martial law in the country.
"Regarding the aggression of the Russian Federation in Ukraine, police have
intensified measures to ensure law and order on the streets," Ukrainian national
police said in a statement.

People try to get onto buses to leave Kyiv, Ukraine, Thursday, Feb. 24, 2022. (AP
Photo/Emilio Morenatti)

"The Head of the National Police of Ukraine also ordered the issuance of weapons to
the veterans of Internal Affairs who have expressed willing to protect Ukraine from
the Russian Federation's armed aggression.”


